
Microsoft Styles 
(handout created with the help of Burgel R.M. Levy) 

 
This workshop covers the following topics: 

I. Formatting page numbers 
II. Creating captions 

III. Preventing stranding 
IV. Creating headings & using outline view 
V. Using styles & creating the formatted 3-line linguistic example 

VI. Linking body text to numbered examples, tables, or sections 
 
1. INSERTING PAGE NUMBERS 
1. go to Insert > Page Numbers… 
2. select Position, Alignment, and whether or not to “Show number on first page”  
3. To start on a page other than 1 (for consecutive chapters of a dissertation, for example) under 

“Format”, select the radial button for “Start at” 
 

 
 
2. CAPTIONS 
If you have a table, or a figure, you probably want to add a caption.  
1. Click on the table or figure and go to Insert…Reference….Caption (or just Insert…Caption) 
2. Under “Label”, you can change “Table” to “Figure”.  Under “Position”, you can choose whether 

to insert the caption above or below the Figure/Table.  You also have options to change the 
numbering or create a new label type.   

3. Choose a name for the caption, and click OK.  

 
4. The caption should appear.  



 
 
3. PREVENTING STRANDING 
Sometimes a single line will get stranded from the rest of the text.   
 
 
 

 
 

1. In order to prevent this, highlight the stranded text.   
2. Go to Format….Paragraph….Line and Page Breaks 
3. Unclick “Widow/Orphan” control and click “Keep with Next” 
4. Click OK 

 
4. CREATING HEADINGS & USING OUTLINE VIEW 
To format various levels of headings, we will be using the style menu.   

1. Select the text that will become the first heading 
2. Go to the styles menu (View…Styles OR Format…Style) 
3. Select “Heading 1” 
4. The format should become large and bold, with roman numeral I 
5. Choose the lower level headings and change them to “heading 2” (or heading 3, 4, etc, as 

appropriate) 
6. To view the outline of your document, go to View…Outline.  To see only the headings, 

click one of the numbers in the Outline Toolbar (click 2 to see only Headings 1 and 
Headings 2 or click a higher number to see Headings 3, 4, etc).  You should see an outline of 
your document.  

 
7. To return to the usual view, go to View…Page layout.    

 
 

stranded! 



5. CREATING NUMBERED EXAMPLES 
We are going to create three lines for the numbered examples: 

transcription (numbered, indented) 
morpheme-by-morpheme gloss (indented) 
free translation (indented) 

 
Transcription Line: 
 click on New Style, and set up a style with the following properties: 
 Style Name: Example First Line (or Line 1 or whatever) 
 Style based on: Normal 
 Format > Paragraph: no indents, Spacing: Exactly 12 pt; Space before: 3 pt; Space after: 0. 
 Format > Paragraph > Line and Page breaks tab: check “keep with next” 
 Format > Numbering > Number format: “1.” 
 
Gloss Line: 
 Style Name: Example Middle Line (or Line 2 or whatever) 
 Style based on: Example First Line 
 Format > Paragraph: Space before: 0 pt; Space after: 0 pt. Indentation: .25” 
 Format > Numbering: none 
 
Free Translation Line: 
 Style based on: Example Middle Line 
 Style Name: Example Final Line 
 Format > Paragraph: Space before: 0 pt; Space after: 3. 
 Format > Paragraph > Line and Page breaks tab: un-check “keep with next” 
 
Now, use those styles to format another three-line example.  
 
6. LINKING BODY TEXT TO NUMBERED EXAMPLES, TABLES, OR SECTIONS 
You can link your text to numbered examples so that you don’t need to change the text every time 
your example numbers change.   
 

Again, elements that are not prototypically nouns can be nominalized in this way, and in 

example 1 below we see that the verb angay ‘to go’, with the locative voice suffix -an is nominalized 

in the phrase angay-an=na=aya a talon ‘that forested place where he is going’.  

1. d<um>itang=kan hikuna  ha angay-an=na=aya   a talon 
<AV>arrive=HSY 3SG.LFNOM OBL go-LV=3SG.GEN=MED.SPC  LK forest 
‘They say he arrives at that forested place where he is going.’ 



In order to do this, make sure all examples are numbered first.  Then, you can insert a cross-
reference by going to Insert…Reference….Cross-reference (or just Insert…Cross-reference) 
 

 
 
You can cross-reference a numbered example, a heading or caption by choosing “numbered 
example”, “heading”, “table”, “figure”, etc from the “reference type” drop-down menu.   
 

 
 
You can reference the number of the example by choosing “paragraph number” on the “insert 
reference to” drop-down menu.  You can also reference the page number or heading text by 
choosing those from the same drop-down menu.  
 
You can add the words “above” or “below” to the cross-reference by clicking Include above/below.  
 
Now, when your example numbers change, associated text will change as well.  The text is 
automatically updated anytime you save the document.   


